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STALINGRAD
In 1942 lijkt de snelle Duitse opmars niet te stoppen
totdat ze Stalingrad bereiken! Wat de geschiedenis in zal
gaan als de meest bloedige strijd wordt voor de één een
glorieuze overwinning en voor de ander een
schandelijke nederlaag.
Generaal veldmaarschalk Paulus vertrouwt op zijn tanks
en vliegtuigen om de vijand weg te vagen. De
heetgebakerde Sovjet generaal Vasili Tsjoejkov volgt
een andere bizarre tactiek. Hij koopt tijd met bloed. Hij
offert een ongekend aantal soldaten op om tijd te
winnen. Ondanks Hitler's eisen moet Paulus een andere
beslissing nemen... Het genie Paulus staat tegenover de
straatvechter Tsjoejkov in een strijd waarbij meer dan
500.000 doden vallen.
KURSK
Deze immense tankslag aan het oorsterlijke front zorgt voor de ommekeer in WWII. De
generaal van adel, Erich von Mannstein wordt door Hitler gezien als één van zijn
allerbeste generaals. Tegenover hem staat de generaal van boerenafkomst: Georgy
Zhukow. De Duitse zware tanks rukken snel op, ze komen tot aan de stad Kursk.
Russische burgers en soldaten hebben hier een ongekende verdedigingslinie opgeworpen.
Hitler's tussenkomst is uiteindelijk beslissend....

Do you want to download or read a book? - Programming languages is an artificial
language meant for communicating instructions to the machines especially computers. A
programming language is used to create programs that control the machine behavior and
working of programs.The earliest programming languages predate to the days of
computer invention. These programming languages were then used to direct the computer
machines. Thousands of programing languages have been created and many new are
being created as and when required. Knowledge of these programing languages is

inevitable if you happen to fall under the purview of the software or IT industry. These
language help in the creation of better web interface.Some of the most widely used
Programing languages are:PHP - a versatile server-side programming language that is
used for creating dynamic web interfaces.C#.NET- a multi-paradigm programming
language encompassing strong typing, imperative, declarative, functional, generic,
object-oriented (class-based), and component-oriented programming
disciplines.JavaScript - create re-usable objects, create interactive applications, and
manage the web page space. The course will also teach you how to add date and time;
validate form elements before the contents are sent; check the details of a browser; set
cookies; add simple games to a web page.Visual Basic - build the understanding of the
basics of Visual Basic .Net. It lays emphasis on how to write your first code. Create your
first project in Visual Basic.Net.The computer ubiquity that can be observed in today's
technology driven world promises a multitude of jobs for computer programmers. The
whole working of a computer system hinges on what a programmer does on the source
code writing. The working of a computer depends on the expertise with which the
programmers write the code. Programming can be a great career option but a programmer
needs to be proficient in more than one language to succeed. Knowing one language isn't
enough for a professional. Java, C++, and C# clearly take the market demand cake.
While, Java is peculiar in that most jobs require some significant experience in some
other technology, like IBM, the C# market is more monolithic: people use whatever
Microsoft gives them. There are pros and cons of both of them. The main problem for
Java is that most programmers qualify for only a subset of jobs, whereas if you know
C#/.NET most Microsoft shops are viable. The flip side is that as a Java developer you
get to choose a lot of the technologies you use, while for C# you may have to use
whatever ships out of the box (sophisticated teams excepted). Java programmers can find
sweet contract rates if they know the right stuff.Since programming is something which
requires proper training and expertise,EduKart.com one of the leading online education
portals have designed a certificate courses in different programming languages. Our
certificate courses include courses in PHP, C#.NET, Java Script and Visual Basic.NET.
The successful participants are ready with the basic knowledge of these four languages
and would have written basic and intermediate codes. They can now pursue advance
course in the languages and also apply for entry level jobs in the IT/ITeS sector.These
programming language courses are designed to get you up to speed on programming and
for you to see concrete improvement in your personal abilities as a computer software
engineer.Click here to know more: EduKart.com Courses in Programing Language Read a book or download
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Generals At War - Stalingrad/Kursk pdf kaufen? - Eczema is more than the itchy and dry
condition that skin gets into because it's cold out or because you've been out in the sun
too long. Eczema is a disease where inflammation of the skin can lead to redness, itching,
the outbreak of lesions and discharge of pus. Many today are affected by the condition
and there is no known cure to date. So treatment of eczema has mainly been leveled at
relief so the affected person can live a normal life despite the condition, or until it goes
away of its own accord.The main purpose of the body's skin is to prevent loss of water
from the body and to act as a barrier against toxins, viruses and bacteria. Eczema attacks
the skin, so that if scratching occurs it breaks open the skin and causes gaps in the
protective barrier. This makes the person more prone to infection. And the skin does not
store hydration as it should resulting in greater evaporation of skin humidity, which
results in, you guessed it, more itching and dryness.Eczema relief then becomes
important, because if you can stop the scratching of dry itchy skin then the worst of the
disease can be fought. And natural skin moisture can actually be restored. The most
popular form of eczema relief is the application of a soothing eczema cream or skin balm.
Eczema cream keeps the skin hydrated with a combination of oil and water-based
elements. Eczema creams vary product to product, and it's important to know the
differences. The wrong cream not only won't help, but can make the situation
worse.Stopping scratching is the primary target of eczema relief and treatment. Eczema
brings on itchiness, which prompts scratching, leading to rashes. Scratching must be
stopped because the scratching runs the risk of permanently scarring the skin and can
definitely lead to infections.It is important to consult a dermatologist at the first sign of
eczema. Seeking consultation before the cycle starts can mean a manageable and easy
treatment. Eczema cream stands at the forefront of these remedies. There are hundreds of
eczema creams, and each is suffused with differing ingredients. They could contain
steroids or other medications, perfumes and fragrances, or contain all-natural substances.
Different medications and ingredients in different solutions have varying results, because
of the different ways they get delivered to the skin. There are some cases where the dry
skin treatment needs to be absorbed into the skin slowly. In this case a petroleum
ointment is best. Or if the solution needs to be absorbed into the skin very quickly then a
normal eczema cream is best. Always consult with a dermatologist as a first action to
determine which is needed.Natural skin care is best; the more natural ingredients the
better. The top performing lotions for dry skin use ingredients like Vitamin A, D & E,
lanolin and aloe vera which are very effective at soothing the skin and keeping it healthy.
Avoid any eczema creams with fragrances, perfumes or a lot of extra ingredients. These
can make the eczema worse. For example, a solution with ingredients like glycerin or
rose water, common as these are, can actually increase dryness in areas of skin affected
by eczema. Again, in consultation with a dermatologist you can determine which
ingredients (or lack thereof) will work best for each individual case of eczema. You're
looking for an dry skin care cream that works for you, and serves to sooth and moisturize

the skin by penetrating deep down to stop inflammation and itching.Cortisone is an
ingredient to watch for in an eczema cream. It can serve as a good short-term application
to remedy scratching, but cortisone can result over time in skin thinning, stretch marks
and even depigmentation. Additionally, studies have shown that when cortisone enters
the blood it has a suppressive impact on the adrenals in the bloodstream.If you follow the
above and the advices of your dermatologist, then a workable treatment can be
undertaken to bring the eczema to a manageable level. A better quality of life can be
achieved, not plagued by the irritation and constant reminder of the condition. For
instance, reducing the temptation can be all the difference needed between having
uninterrupted focus on a work project and the nagging irritation that robs ones
concentration. Or being able to get an uninterrupted, comfortable, full night's sleep! Download quickly, without registration

